
Creating a Crystal Grid 
• Crystal grids create vortexes of energy that swirl up into the unified field in a spiral, much like a whirly wind that picks up 

leaves, swirling and twisting the leaves in spirals up, into the sky. At least this is how it appears to me energetically.  

• This energy, when created with an intention, shifts things in the etheric field and astral realm, connecting us to higher 

dimensions. They  also works as a grounding tool for our personal energy field.  

• You can use a pendulum to measure and see the energy flow, because these vortexes of energy spin both clockwise, 

and anticlockwise, or from left to right. Then they can also stop and swing back the other way. So if you consider the 

chakras and their rotational spin, the energy in the grid is much the same.  

•  Crystals also communicate with each other, so if you remove one it changes the flow of 

energy. They seem to join forces, which is what creates the vortex.  

• You can have a centre stone, which the surrounding crystals energise. This means it is 

better for the flow to go inwards and therefore 'point' towards the inner crystal. 



• You can also create a line of crystals that creates a flow of energy from one polarity to the other for the 

purpose of creating, not a vortex but a divider of sorts. You could use this to separate an area in a room, as 

a protection barrier. But you can never program a grid with a negative intent, it just doesn't work, because 

what you put out there will come back three fold and these elemental beings with their crystalline structure 

work with high dimensions that resonate to the 

frequency of love and healing. 

• You need to sense which crystal fits with another and what feels right. I tune and allow them to talk to me, it's 

like turning a key, or opening a lock so you can hear the click. I trust my instinct and go by what looks right, 

rather than awkward. So turn the stones and crystals around to face the way you feel allows the energy to 

flow. In the picture to the right, each one of my crystals has a particular way in which I  place them. The 



citrine at the bottom of this picture has that tip, the white part, always facing the next crystal closest to the 

centre. The white stone, on the right, closest to my huge Quartz has to 

have the triangle tip facing the centre stone.  

• You can have many vortexes going in one single grid, creating sections of 

spirals that send energy out into the ether. Test this by using the 

pendulum and placing it in each section. This medicine wheel has four 

vortexes that I have found. After it spins in circles, shown to me by the 

pendulum, it then swings from North to South, then East to West. 

• First obviously, set the intention by holding each crystal, or if there are too many I sit 

and 'stare' the intention into the grid. The places I have 

grids are in my bedroom, in my healing room, the lounge room, any place where it won't be 

disturbed or knocked because the crystals kind of 'link in' to each other and knocking  them 

upsets the energy.  

•In regards to crystal combinations, crystals work better when paired with ones that have a 

similar resonance to their own. But to be honest I don't use this as a hard and fast rule, I 

simply go with what feels right when making the grid. 



• Here's the really interesting aspect of these grids, the way you face and place the crystals, especially the geometric 

ones, affects the flow of energy. I have moved a triangle prism with the point lined up with the centre crystal and 

measured the flow, then turned it so the triangle face points at the centre crystal, and observed a very significant 

change in energy flow. When I held the pendulum over the grid, it swung in a wider circle than when the point of the 

crystal was facing the centre stone. It is a science and crystals have electromagnetic fields just as humans do, which is 

why we resonate with them. 



• I use them for protection when I am about to face a difficult day, for healing when I have had an argument with 

someone, or when I need to forgive, love more, or connect to those around me. I also use them for purifying my healing 

room, to ground myself, really I use them every day and have 

done for a couple of years now. I feel pure and clean when I 

have a grid in my personal space. It raises the vibration in a 

room, makes it feel cleaner. 

• Crystal grids work, just try creating one, then once it looks 

beautiful, use the pendulum and move it around the grid. You 

will feel an actual pull in different directions. I've watched a 

grid, under the blow of a fan, spin in one direction, stop mid 

spin and then turn around and spin the other way. They are 

lovely and healing and well worth having in one's life.


